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Strategic Example:

Kite 2020 Marketing Plan



Current Situation

Challenge:
• There are a number of marketing campaigns 

already planned with One Health for the first half 
of 2021, but limited outreach in other marketing 
areas (other than content planned for the 
website).

• No overall summary of plans for marketing, but 
lots of great ideas and events happening, as well 
as key messages to communicate

Key Areas Of Focus:
• The 6 Strategic Imperatives lead all 

communications 



Key Objectives

The current plan is quite piecemeal in nature (individual email campaigns sent for example) 
with little overall consideration of the flow of information to the recipients

During 2021, we intend to:

1. Increase the number of marketing touchpoints
• Make better use of internal Gilead database (look for crossovers with other teams SPL’s)

• Extend our outreach over multiple marketing channels



Key Objectives

2. Use our data more effectively to target, retarget and personalise email campaigns to 
best suit the target audience
• Implement personalisation into emails

• Segment audience based on: RTC/DTC, specialty, data/patient case driven engagement, 
engagement

o Trigger follow up emails based on engagement with some campaigns

3. Optimise our efforts through feedback and analysis

• Analysis of data across marketing channels to provide a view of the success of campaigns 
and messages (email engagement data, google analytics, rep meeting requests etc.)

• A real time view of content engagement through in-email polls



Kite 2021 Marketing Plan Summary



Kite 2021 Marketing Plan: One Health Communications



Kite 2021 Marketing Plan: VAE Emails/Fragments



1.Increase the number of marketing touchpoints being 
implemented across multiple channels

3rd Part 
Emails (One 

Health)

Marketo 
Emails

Print 
Media

Banner 
Ads Reps

Veeva Approved 
Emails (28B)

Calls

Meetings



2. Use our data more effectively to target, retarget and personalise 
email campaigns to best suit the target audience



Personalisation



• Sales team to follow up webinar attendees

o Those registrants that attended a webinar could be followed up by the CTAM’s with an email or 
phone call to ask how their experience was on the webinar and continue to provide more 
information if required

• Engagement over time with specific emails / specific information – trigger ‘speak to your 
local rep’ /more information, follow up email

o For example, opened 3 emails from Kite/Tecartus/Yescarta in the last 2 months/last 3 emails, OR 
opened/clicked on a specific email

Triggered Emails: Engagement Based Follow Ups

• Conduct remails: Follow up important campaigns with a remail (different subject line) to 
non-openers of the first email



• Implement in email polls on some emails (questions TBC)

• Star rating in email to judge impact of the content being 
sent

• Monitor statistics and analyse for trends
• Emails

• Banner ads

• Google analytics

3. Optimise our efforts through feedback and analysis



3. Optimise our efforts through feedback and analysis

• Strategic, hypothesis based A/B testing 
(subject lines initially, but potentially other 
areas of content as well)

• To make a test worthwhile, we need to ask 
these questions:

o What do we want to improve? (or 
prove/disprove?)

o What can we change to test opportunities 
for improvement?

o Are the variations different enough?

o Can we re-use the resulting information in 
other campaigns?

o How will we measure the outcomes?



Get us involved!

• If we haven’t already, book some time with me to 
create a plan for confirming 2021 strategy

• 2022 POA’s are coming!



Modular Templates &
Webinar Sub Templates



Modular Template & Branded Versions







New Webinar Email Templates







Considering Mobile



Considering Mobile Users (2018-2019)

Source: Litmus



Considering Mobile Users (2020)

Source: Litmus



Campaign Read Rate / Device Examples

Covid team – example: Covid19 March21 Webinar invite (Marketo)



Campaign Read Rate / Device Examples

HIV team – example: HIV-Summitwebinar2



Campaign Read Rate / Device Examples

HCV team – example: HCV-webinarreplay eFocus



Using a responsive design

80% of people delete an email if it doesn’t look good on their 
mobile device

Media queries detect the screen size of a device and 
then “turn on” different sets of rules based on that 
screen size.

These can be very simple to implement or quite 
complex, depending on what you’d like to 
accomplish. They do require more planning and 
testing than standard emails, and don’t work in all 
email clients.



Using a responsive design

Many emails are only designed for 
desktop viewing; text is often difficult 
to read, details in images are hard to 
see, and links are impossible to click on 
mobile.



• Improve readability

o At least 14px font size

o Space out your content (line-height at least 4px more than your font size)

• Consider your CTA design

o Make links clickable/tappable (bulletproof buttons. Large enough. Spaced away from 
content)

While Apple’s iPhone Human Interface Guidelines recommends a minimum width and height of 
44 pixels for buttons, this number varies depending on the mobile device vendor. An alternative 
rule of thumb would be using a minimum width and height of 72 pixels as this is the average pixel 
width of a thumb.

o Don’t use ‘click here’ – help people decide to click!

For example, if you have a link that goes to a product listing of shoes, using link copy such as “See 
more shoes” lessens the ambiguity of the link for screen reader users.

Make your emails accessibleOptimise Your Layouts



Shrinking Images



Stacking Content



Stacking Content



Don’t Forget…

Consider MOBILE but 
also OUTLOOK in your 
email designs and the 
content that you brief to 
your agencies/ us (for 
Marketo)!



Was this helpful?

What future topics would you like covered in these 
email surgery's?

Any Questions?


